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Details of Visit:

Author: JohnsBoots
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 5 Apr 2014 20:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07857908042

The Premises:

Jessie-May has a house in an area which was very fimilar to me in my youth. It has however
changed over recent years with a lot of regeneration work and Jessie-May now lives in a modern
house in a quiet well looked after part of the estate.

The Lady:

Jessie-May is an attractive woman in her mid thirties. She has an infectious smile and personality
and a large chest if that's the sort of thing that floats your boat.

The Story:

I have been thinking GFE is such an awkward thing to describe isn't it. It can be so many different
things to different people I would suggest. I even spoke once with one punter who said he enjoyed a
providors GFE because she was like a real girlfriend because she lay there inert through most of
the proceedings. Well going back to the day when i had girlfriends it's fair to say none of them were
like the one he described thank the Lord. But it just shows we all have different expectations.
But i suppose to truly give a GFE you need something a bit more than lots of kissing and cuddling
(which seems for many to be the best expression of GFE for many). I think rather you need some
sort of sense of connection and a feeling of mutual fun and enjoyment which pervades the entire
meeting. Well for me Jessie-May gives this in spades. We got on famously from the off and there
was a genuine sense of mutual satisfaction. Now of course the difficult thing is that just because i
clicked with Jessie-May does not mean everyone else will - we are afterall thank goodness different
people and attracted to different things. However I find it hard to believe that most men would not be
attracted to the warmth of Jessie-May's personality. She is such good company - an intoxicating mix
of fun, humour, intellegence, warmth and sexual power.
But if Jessie-May is a perfect incapsulation of GFE what she most assuredly is not is a girlfriend you
only meet a couple of weeks ago, where you are testing the grounds out with one another and
taking no risks. No Jessie-May is the girl you have been dating for somewhile and where you are
now pushing one anothers sexual boundaries through experimentation - and to boot she is the sort
of GF who has a far dirtier mind than you have.
Jessie-May does have a profile on the purple site with all she says she does on it - so if you want to
look her up there (although like so many she lost all her history form a previous ID on there without
them giving her any reason but so many providers have suffered from this in the past too). But she
covers pretty much all the options within a safe sex context.
But i would wholeheartedly recommend her and i know i shall be a repeat visitor.
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